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A huge thanks to Dr. Denise Clark for her endless hours of
work supporting our graduate students over the last decade!
Please know that your work as graduate coordinator has
05/26/16
been greatly appreciated by all of us in the Department of
Special and Early Childhood Education and by our many
graduate students who have worked with you over the years.
I just saw the "Humans of Oshkosh" video about teachers and
really enjoyed it on so many levels. I did want to pass along
one item in particular that I thought was a nice directed
"touch" where Timber was typing on a manual typewriter
and we saw him remove his title page, rather than typing on
a computer with a printer producing his page. That was a
good idea...whoever came up with that.
Ryan Van Scyoc's work is largely in the background for
Campus IT, but it is crucial for IT Technicians and the campus
as a whole. He is very helpful and knowledgable! His recent
work and advances in developing Managed Software Center
is going to make support of Apple computers on campus a
great deal better!
Ryan Van Scyoc's work is largely in the background for
Campus IT, but it is crucial for IT Technicians and the campus
as a whole. He is very helpful and knowledgable! His recent
work and advances in developing Managed Software Center
is going to make support of Apple computers on campus a
great deal better!
The campus looked outstanding for the Spring 2016
Commencement Ceremonies on Saturday. The custodial staff
and buildings and grounds crew should be commended. They
outdid themselves, despite understaffing in their division.
Anyone who saw our campus on Saturday would feel lucky
and proud to be a Titan. Thank you for giving us all a beautiful
place to live, learn, and work.
Missy Burgess, willingness to pull her team together to try
something knew, even if not the most ideal time. Being a
team player and working through challenges to make the
most of resources available for students.
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Rebecca Cleveland, focuses on the joy that comes with
everyday in what she does with a genuine smile that is
contagious. Willing to always meet students "where they are
at" before making assumptions and expectations beyond
their means.
Carolyn Martin is wonderful. She goes above & beyond to
help give everyone their desired room selections. She is
always prompt and friendly. She met with me three times to
try to adjust rooms when we learned we were moving to
Clow a semester ahead of schedule and was able to move
most instructors from Dempsey to Clow. She taught me how
to use the PeopleSoft Class Facility Usage page. Carolyn is an
invaluable resource.
Congratulations to Susan Finkel-Hoffman for a great radio
interview on WPR this afternoon. You are a great ambassador
for our programs in WI, and around the world!
To Pat Adkins, Craig and all the awesome people in Doc
Services. You are the one department that I can count on
without fail. You've save my you-know-what many a times.
Thank you for the care you take in producing the books and
magazines for my students' projects. Thank you for your good
humor. Do not ever retire.
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To Brian, who completely understands and is all in when I say
things like, "Next project, we're going small, tiny, really," and
then ask for the Leach Amphitheater, marching bands and
05/02/16
pyrotechnics. Thank goodness for you and all the creative and
super-supportive folks in Learning Technologies.
Heidi, it is such a pleasure to work with you. You are always
so upbeat and ready to help! Thank you for brightening my
day!
To Mr. Tom Fojtik and the staff workers in Res. Life at GCC.
Thank you for
support each and every day.
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MaryBeth Petesch,
Ron Harrell

You've always been supportive as long as I've been with
UWO. You know this already, but this seems like a good
vehicle to deliver another message to you. Enjoy your day.
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Esmeralda (Esie) Delgado (College of Business) is simply
amazing. Whether it's a simple answer or something that's
going to take some effort, Esie is there to help with a smile.
Manthey
I've just completed my first year on campus, and Esie always
made time for my many questions. The year would not have
gone as smoothly as it did without her assistance!
Connie Whittaker, the ADA for the Department of Religious
Studies and Anthropology, does such a great job for us. She is
efficient, organized, professional, cheerful, patient, and also
Spehar
just a pleasure to interact with. Her laugh is one of my
favorite sounds on the UWO campus. Thanks for everything
you do, Connie!
Congratulations to Wendy Strauch-Nelson and Louis
Chicquette! What a wonderful celebration to end the first
year of ArtsCore! It was clear that the teachers involved
Skoning
learned a tremendous amount about arts integration this
year. Their stories of connecting to children and improving
the education of students in Pk-12 settings are a testament to
your work all year.
UW Oshkosh ArtsCore and I, personally, are incredibly lucky
to have Donna Nelson supporting our efforts with her
Strauch-Nelson
organizational genius, efficiency, joyful attitude, and hard
work. Thank you for everything you do, Donna!
Mary Hale was such a help when I first started here. She
went the extra mile to help me with my phone system and
Berg
with other needs, and followed up to make sure I had what I
needed.
I would like to point out what a fine job our stockroom
manager Tom Perzentka does. That job carries such a diverse
Lammers
array of critical responsibilities, and Tom takes care of them
all with real professionalism. A genuine asset to this
department.
I would like to compliment Grace Lim for her outstanding job
Clancy
in coordinating the Humans of Oshkosh course and event
that took place. It was an amazing event to behold!
A shout out to Jenni Monroe who after joining the IMC staff a
few short months ago was tasked with spearheading the
Viewbook project - a major Admissions publications that is
Breister
undergoing a complete overhaul. Jenni has exhibited
incredible leadership as she works across departments to
make this publication an incredible recruitment piece for
UWO.
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Special thanks to Sara and Erin for the support they give all of
Carleen Vande Zande us in the Office of the Provost.
05/02/16
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I would like to send a shout out to Pat and Craig over in
Document Services for their hard work and speedy turn
around time for all the ArtsCore projects this past year. It
helped make my job much easier and less stressful knowing I
had their expertise producing and duplicating any materials!
Thank you, thank you!
Becky Beahm is a pleasure to work with. She's organized,
highly competent, and she always manages to inject humor
into whatever she does. Thanks for your work in PEP, Becky!
Even though I didn't receive a raise, I want to compliment HR
& the Administration on their willingness to do the salary
equity process and the transparency with which it was
handled. Thanks so much for all your time/expertise to
address such an important issue.
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